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Abstract 

.~ key prioriz1· o(the present gol·emnlellt is tu intfJJDI'C ll'lllnen ·, eurticiJIOtiun in the ll'tJI'k/nrn·. That education. age and 
reproduction decisions ull plo.r "" importcmt mle in f~·ntull· luhnur /onx fhlrticij>ution is In•// donwu!nted. What is less 
11 '<!11 understood is the role plu.1·ed h1· rhc geogrdf1hic· nmfl·.\f in 1rhich the.,\' tlecisiom ore mud<! the re lationship 

hetii'L'I!I? fWrticipution unci plun·. 

The uim of' this puper is to c.\plore the \\'o.' · in 11·hich di/kl 't'llt ll'f'C\' of selllemcnt ore ussociutcd ,,·ith d(flerent l f! \ 'els of 
fc:mule participution in th<! luhour .finn·. Our .finding,· n·n·ct/ th(/t JIIUt 'l' of residence does '!fl'ect the propens ity of 
,,·omen to engogl.' in lroge /uhuur o1 er unci uhnl't' thl· ..;tulldclrd lntlllclll t'Uflitol unci denwgruphic determinants . The 

.findings are hosed on unu~rsis u/the I VY6 n•nsll.' dulct u(nl't'l' f/1/C million \ 'c11 ll'ulund ll'o/1/ell o/ \I'OI'king age. We use 
the Statistics .Ve11· Zeulullcl rn·lussifit·otion tl/ urhun unci rur.d ff/t 'lltium to .lc)ine sdth'II/CIIt (l'f'CS . 

. ~ 1111ique (euture o( this sfltc~\· is tht• t'.\f'licit t ·onsicll'rution of tht rdutlon,·hifl ht'tll t ' t ' /1 pc11·tnership. participation and 
f'/Uce. IJ'e.find thut /lOt 011~\ ' cfoes the jJI't'.\t'I/C'(' n(u (lllllfl'l fhll't llt'i'/Wn' U St/'111/g one/ \tUtisticu/~1' significant il?f/uence 
on femule f>ort icit)(ltinn hut thclf its effect i.' uf.,o l 't'/:1· H'IISitil't' to ,·ettlclllt'llt ll'f>t'. Purticulur~l' interesting is the 

difl'erent <!fli.•ct por!ners lwn' on I~'I//Uh ' f1Urlit'it>•ltiou i11 'mull I'CJ'\ll\·/urgt' urhun 't'flillgs. 

Introduction 

Probably the sing.k rnost significant change t~1 P'"'t_ ,, ar 
labour markets has been the Jramatic increase in the 
labour force participation of women . Orh: ~,,r ih nw..,t 
pcrpk:xing. characteristics howc\ er i:-. it.., markL·d and 
persistent variation with in cnuntric:-. anJ '' ithin regi\)Jh. 

The impro,·..:ment of wom..:n·s labour !'on.:.: partr\.'if'at ll'n 
has .:merged as a k~y priority for gt)\ ..:rnment: ' it ''a:
giv~n special prominence by th..: 0[('1) in the .200:' 
OEC D survey of New Z..:aland (Jaumott..: 2tlllJ : Ol·C[) 
2005) and has b..:en rctkcted in ..:cnnomir and "''L'i<d 
policy. such as the ll'orki11g ji,. Fu111ilin pad,agc. p.11J 
pan..:ntal kavc. improv~ments to annua l hnlida~ 

..:ntitlcmcnts. and earl y ch il dh~)od ~ducatlt)JI anJ L·a r..:. ~~ :

well as pay equity (Affairs 200-0. 

D..:spitc th is attention w..: l)bscrvc that th..: ,.,,.I,,Jwfl 1111 

Luhour Force Participation und £cono111ic (jru11 ·th 
ho .... t..:d by The Treasury, Ministry orS~.Kial J)..:\L'Il)j)J1\ent. 
Ministry ot' Women's Affairs. and th..: D..:partmcnt ,,,. 
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Labour. ga'..: llllly pa:--:-.ing att~:ntion to the geography of 
l'a n i~.:i pat iu11 1 rhe Trea .... ury 2005 l. 

Ilk' PUJ'i'"'"\,' ~)r thi .... raper is to im·estigatc the way in 
\\'hi\.'h ..,\.'llkmem typ..: in general and proximity to 
111L'troplllitan bhour markets in particular is assoc iated 
'' rth tlh.' labour li,rr..: participat ion of worncn as we ll as 
the "a~ in ' ' h1eh these particular gcographics arc 
~i"::.lll'iated \\ ith the di,·i .... il)n'> or labour within households. 

Out fill< ' 

( )u r pap\..'1' hegi11:' \\ it h a summary of the literature on the 
~·cbtron .... hrr bl'l\\ cen place and participation. We then 
rrHn,duL·~ thl' Jata . the re1!.rl's:-ion model and define each 
~,r th..: 'ariahk-;. I he ';riation in female participation 
r:llL'" o\ ..:r l·atcglli'IL'" l) l. s..:ttkment is then described in 
t..:rn~:-. t'l: b(lth th~ lik..:lihood and the degree of 
l:an rcrr<HH.Jn. \\..: then consilkr the effect of controlling 
for the compthitiun ut' the ropulation speci fi cally the 
1nlluencc ur ag.: . fu tilit y. educat ion and the pr~scnce of a 
rartrh:r . Thi .... ,.., r~,, ll o\\cd by a consid~ration of the way 
partnL'r'>lllp al'ii:L·t:-. partiriration and the interactions of 



participation and place. Under Future Research we raise 
the issue of causality and how longitudinal data might 
help us better understand the above relationships. 

The Influence of Place on Women's Labour 
Force Participation 

In addition to documenting the effect of dependent 
children, education and age, the international literature 
has shown that female labour force participation is also 
sensitive to the characteristics of local labour markets 
(Gordon 1970; Penhale 1980; Molho 1983; Stolzenberg 
and Waite 1984; Lillidahl and Singell 1985; Morrison 
1989; Ward and Dale 1992; Odland 1998; Morrison 
1999). Stolzenberg & Waite 's (1984) for example, 
observe how local areas have substantive and statistically 
significant effects in weakening or strengthening the 
relationship between a mother's likelihood of labour force 
participation and number of children. 

Participation rates can vary both within and across 
regions for two reasons; either the demographic 
composition of the female population differs from one 
place to another (Molho 1983 ). or places of residence 
differ in the employment opportunities and constraints -
in the ability of women to accommodate both chi ld 
rearing and paid work for example (Odland and Ellis 
200 I). Other factors include labour market 
characteristics, such as higher wage earning potentials 
(Bowen and Finegan 1969; Oaxaca 1973; Gallaway, 
Vedder et al. 1991; lsserman and Rephann 1993), urban 
structure (Simpson 1982). and economic growth (Penhale 
1980; Ward and Dale 1992; Johnstone and Pool 1996; 
McCall 1998). 

Problems of mobility can also constrain opportunities for 
women to enter or extend their hours of paid work. The 
inability of some women to move residence in order to 
maximise their work opportunities contributes to 
differences of participation observed from place to place, 
particularly among women with low levels of education 
and wage earning capacity as noted by McCall ( 1998). 
Other place-specific differences in opportunities and 
constraints include the availability and cost of chi ldcare, 
tertiary (re)training and the presence of social networks. 

The New Zealand literature on locational constraints on 
women's employment began by focusing on comparisons 
between and within urban regions (Hyman 1979). In 
line with international evidence, inter-urban comparisons 
of participation by women with children show 
employment is greatest in areas with high overall labour 
force participation rates and strong economic growth 
(Penhale ( 1980). In a later study of regional labour 
markets, Morrison ( 1999) showed that this variation is 
most significant among the least-educated and least
experienced working populations for whom mobility is 
most constrained, a finding also supported in the 
international literature (Odland and Ell is 2001 ). 

The literature also supports the theoretical expectation 
that women's labour force participation rises with 
population density (Hyman 1979; Penhale 1980; Poot and 

Siegers 1992; Ward and Dale 1992; lsserman and 
Rephann 1993; Morrison 1999). The reasons include the 
existence of greater opportunities for full-time work, the 
concentration of tertiary sector employment in urban 
areas as well as the combined employment needs of 
career couples which require denser local labour markets. 

Early UK based evidence linked high female inactivity 
with rurality and, to a lesser extent, industrial structure 
(Gordon ( 1970). Lillidahl and Singell ( 1985) also note a 
dramatic decline in women's labour force participation at 
the edge of cities and question how much of this non
participation is a result of family income and 
demographic differences, and how much the decline is a 
product of inadequate job opportunities. 

Finally, while most studies take into account ei ther the 
effect of marriage, male partner's income. or male 
partner's labour force position on women's participation, 
no studies could be found that explicitly consider the 
different effect partnership might have on participation in 
different settlement contexts. 

Our review of the literature lead to four hypotheses. 
Firstly. that women's labour force participation would 
continue to vary within countries even after controll ing 
for the demographic. fertility and educational attributes. 
Secondly. that one of the principle geographic 
explanations is proximity to the job opportuni ties which 
large local labour markets offer. A third argues that 
fertil ity, participation and location decisions are 
interrelated and made jointly. albeit with different lead 
and Jag structures. To these we add a fourth hypothesis, 
that focuses on the importance of partners. namely that 
the nature of the local labour market affects the joint 
decisions couples make over their respective engagement 
in paid work. 

Data, Model and Variables 

In the explorations to follow we draw on census data 
representing over one million New Zealand women of 
working age, 20-65 years. Our analysis is based on 
special cross-tabulations prepared from the 1996 census 
chosen initially because of the questions asked in that 
census about fertility. 

The decision to enter the labour force is modeled as a 
binary choice. initially as participation per se and then 
conditionally, that is. the probability of working full time 
given that some paid employment is undertaken. 
Weighted least squares logit regression is used to estimate 
the parameters. As geographers we first begin by 
estimating the fixed effect of settlement type and only 
then introduce four sets of control variables: age group of 
female, age group of the youngest dependent chi ld, 
highest qualification of female, presence of male partner, 
and where appropriate, the labour force status of male 
partner. 

The participation model may be written as: 

( 1) p sd = a + ~I D sd + ~2 S sd + Csd 
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where Psd is the probability that the i1
h group of woman, in 

settlement type S. with attributes D. will have engaged in 
paid work in the week prior to the 1996 census. 0 and S 
are vectors of relevant characteristics and 1 and :! are 
vectors of associated parameters. The conditional model 
applies the same equation to women who are already 
employed in order to estimate the probability of full-time 
work. A third model considers Pu,,J. the probability of 
fema le unemployment, as a function of the same set of 
variables. 

For estimation purposes the logit function is detincd as 
the log of the odds ratio. so P,J is rewritten as 

The large sample expectation of c,,J 1s zero and its 
. . 

vanancc IS 

where N ,J represents the population for group sd. 

The fact that we are estimating parameter:; from cros~ 

tabulated data means that the estimates refe r to gmups L) f' 
women. not indi vidual women as would be the ca~c it\\c 
were using records on individuals. The groups urc 
weighted according to the proportion of the pL)pulatiCln 
they represent so the weights are proportional to N,J . P"1 
(I - P,.J ). Parameter estimates from wci!!hted lca-..t 

~ 

squares logi t models have been shmvn to be very clo:;e 10 

those that would be obtained from indi,·iduals \\'ith the 
same range of attributes (see for example Li 1975) "hich 
makes using crosstabulations a quick. IO\\' cost alterrwti,·e 
to the more expensive unit records. ' \\'e turn no\\' to the 
data set and variables in Table I . 

The set of five independent variables required fer \\'~)men 
H·irh partners implies an 8 x 7 x 6 x 5 :-. 5 = ~-WO cell 
cross-tabulation. The table for women ,,·itlwur p:.1rtners is 
much smaller at 1680 cells ( ~ x 7 x 6 \ 5) We 
concatcnatcd (joined) the t\\.0 data :;ets 1\) fom1 a single 
mu lti way table of I 0.080 cells. About half or thc-..c cell" 
were empty and removing these left us \\'ith 5A 77 celb 1 

The process of ·folding' turns these n cell:::. int ~~ n l'l)\\'s 

\vith each cell address uniquely identified b~ the 0 or 1 111 
the columns denoting categories of each ,-ari abk. 

Measuring Labuur Puree Porticipution 

The ti ve categories I isted under d~p~nd~nt 'anahk 
components in Table I were used to con~truct thl' th ree 
participation rates used in thi s paper. Thl' con' ~nt ional 
rate refers to the undertaking of paid work of an hour tlr 
more per \vcck. E. plus those acti,·ely looJ...in~ for \\n1-k . ~ ' 
U. divided by all those or working age. T. (20-65 in our 
case).s ln this paper we exclude those looking for "t)rJ.. 
(the unemployed, U) from the numerator so our 
participation rate becomes simply ElT." 

Our condit ional measure. the /id/ time work rate. is the 
number of women working 30 hours or more per week 
(Et) divided by the tota l number of \\'Omen C~U-65) 

employed (E). that is. Ef/~. Th_e third measure we explore 
is the unemployment rate 1tselt, U/T. 

Table 1: Variables used in modeling female labour 

force participation 1996 

Dependent Variable Components 

Lab11Ur Force Slatus of Fcmak 

Employed F ullume (.W hn 11r more per ~t·eek) 
Empk1yed Part-Time (II'S.I' Ihan 30 hrs per week) 
Unemployed and A~:tivcly Seeking Work 
. ot 111 L<~hour Fon:l.' 
Nul i\ppli,abk 

Independent \ 'ariablc~ 

,\lam I. rban (\lmlllLiflJty 
Sall:llole Llrban Colllmunity 
lndepl·nJ.:nl Llrban L' lll1101tmlly 

Rural HiJ;hl~ Urban lnfluenl·e 
Rural :vlodl.'r<HC Urban lnlluen~:c 
Pred,,minantl~ Rural 
H1ghly Rural R<.'mote 
\J111 I nduJ.:d 

15-19 Ye;1 r~ 

211-24 ' l'<l l'' 

25-21) Yl·ar' 
_\ti-J-1 'I ear' 
15-J•l Year' 
-I0--1-1 Y <.'ar' 
-15-Cl5 Year' 

\, l, <)uali lil·;111"n 
~dw~• l Qu.d lli.:au,•n 
\ lli.';i iHo O<JI (,lua lilii.' all~lll 

P,>:-1 Sdl~l< ll <)uahlieatJllll '-lll El"e'' here lnd .1 

01.'t:l'l'l' u r ll1 t:h.:r - -
;-.J,,t '\ro:' i tied 

Dl·r,·nJI.'nl ( luiJro:n 1-5 'I ear' 
[kpl.'ndent l'hlldrl'n h·l ' Year:
lkrendl'lll CluiJr~·n 1-1-1 7 Y.:ar:
·\Jult t 'hJIJol'll 
\Ju I kpl'lldl.'lll l'h oiJil'n 

Fmrlo•) <-'J hdl- l 1ml.' 
hnphl\ I.'J l1art-l1me 

St•ftfl!lll<' llf fl 'f>l'S 

FT 
PT 
u 
NLF 
NA 

MUA 
sue 
IUC 
RHUI 
RMUI 
RLUI 
HRR 
UD 

Al519 
A2024 
A2529 
A3034 
A3539 
A4044 
A4565 

Q 
SQF 
VQF 
PSQ 
DHF 
s 

DCLT5 
DC613 
DCI41 7 
DC ADULTS 
NDC 

WP 

FTMP 
PTMP 

The n~ain reast)n "e use the Census of Population and 
0\\ellmgs 1s the access it provides to geographic detail on 
the residenc~ of households. Almost all studies which 
r~cognise the role or place in participation specify actual 
locations. u~ua lly regions. but sometimes urban areas or 
cities wi thin them. ' In a departure from th is practice we 
replace ~"hat is often an arbitrary statistical division of a 
country 1nto geographic units by a class ification of places 
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based on both their identification as urban or rural and 
their proximity to the country's largest, metropolitan 
labour markets. 8 The rationale here is that it is the 
geographic relationships embodied in the settlement 
system which are important in understanding labour 
participation rather than location per se. 9 

Statistics New Zealand's recent (re)classification of rural 
and urban recognises that a rural or small urban centre ' s 
proximity to a main city has significant influence on the 
labour market opportunities of its residents. For example, 
a female resident in a small remote West Coast town and 
a female resident of a small town close to Wellington 
each face a quite different labour demand schedule even 
though the towns themselves may be of the same size. 
Access to faci lities, services, or employment 
opportunities differ substantially in these two cases 
however and can be expected to have consequences for 
the division of labour between work and family and hence 
on participation. Under a dichotomous classification of 
rural or urban both towns would appear in the same 
category however the new classification allows the 
analysis to be based not only on an explicit ' urban ' and 
' rural ' dimension but also by degree of access to the 
major urban labour markets. 10 

Demographic and Education Variables 

The seven age groups listed in Table I use fairly 
conventional divisions but in order to avoid the 
competing effects of schooling we confine our analysis to 
those women in the working age years 20-65. The 
'fertility ' measures in Table I are based on the ages of the 
youngest dependent child, under 5. between 6 and 13, 14-
17 and the presence of (dependent) adult children. The 
five education categories are based on the highest 
qualification attained. 11 

The primary variable we use to refer to partners is the 
presence of a (male) partner. The remaining available 
variables in Table I refer to the labour force status of the 
partner, i.e . whether they are employed. and if so, full time 
or part time. 

Obtaining least squares estimates for categorical variables 
requires the specification of a base category in each case. 
The base used throughout is the group of women, 25-29 
years old living in Main Urban Areas without 
qualifications, without partners and without dependent 
children. 

Participation Rates by Settlement Type 

An initial look at participation in 1996 shows that 
women's engagement does vary by settlement type, but 
not in the expected direction (Table 2). About two thirds 
of women living in urban areas are in the labour force, 
but their participation rates are actually lo'~>ver than those 
women living in rural areas. 12 This is more specifically 
the case for women who live in Satellite (SUC) and 
Independent Urban Centres (IUC) and they are noticeably 
less likely to be engaged in paid work. In stark contrast 
with the international literature, in New Zealand it is not 

women in the more densely populated labour markets 
who participate most, but those women living in rural 
areas; their mean participation rate is 71 percent 

b 13 compared to 68 percent among ur an women. 

The influence of ' rural ' residence in truth depends 
critically on their proximity to urban centre employment 
opportunities. Women living in rural areas that lie just 
outside the main urban areas. those with a high urban 
influence, are noticeably more li kely to be engaged in 
paid labour than those actually living in urban areas. This 
difference diminishes as access to the main urban markets 
improves but appears to rise again in the more remote 
rural areas, although the latter three categories in Table 2 
do not reach the conventional margin of statistical 
significance. They are intuitively plausible nevertheless 
with the costs of commuting to jobs reducing the net 
returns to urban employment so that reliance on rural and 
small town employment opportunities ri se with their 
remoteness. 

Table 2: The labour force participation rates of female 
population by type of settlement. New Zealand 
females of working age 20-65, 1996. 

Settlement Type Labour Force 
Participation Rate 

Mean S.D. 
Main urban area 0.695 0.202 

Urban Satellite Urban Community 0.633 0.239 
Independent Urban Community 0.468 0.232 
Total 0.680 0.200 
Rural High Urban Influence 0.739 0.221 

Rural Rural Moderate Urban Influence 0.715 0.227 
Rural Low Urban Influence 0.712 0.230 
Highly Rural/Remote 0.721 0.237 
Total 0.710 0.230 

Ful!time Employment 

The labour force participation rates we have been using 
so far (E/T) simply indicate if the woman worked for pay 
(or in a family business) for an hour or more in the week 
prior to the census. As such this variable gives no 
indication of the actual number of hours worked. 14 In 
order to capture some of the variation of employed 
women over the hours of work distribution we introduce 
the conditional fulltime employment rate, (Eft/E) the 
mean of which is 64%. Rates for each of the seven 
settlement types are shown in Table 3. 15 

The chance of an employed woman obtaining jit!ltime 
work beyond the main urban areas was noticeably lower 
than those residing within them. The chances of fulltime 
work rises the closer a woman resides to the largest 
labour markets. Such a pattern is exactly what one would 
expect from available theory and underscores the 
importance of measuring participation in terms of the 
amount of paid work. The exception to this neat pattern 
however are the results for Independent and Satellite 
Urban areas for women living in these areas show rates 
which are more similar to rural areas outside the 
commuting range of main urban areas. 
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Table 3: Conditional fulltime labour force 
participation rates by settlement type; women 20-65, 
1996. 

Settlement Type Conditional Rate 
(Eft/E) 

Main Urban 
Area 

0.66 1 

Satellite Urban 
Urban Communit~ 

0.592 

I ndcpendent 
Urban 0.57X 
Comrnunit ~ 
Rural High 
Urban 0.61 H 
Influence 
Rural Moderate 
Urban 0.599 

Rural In tluence 
Rural Low 
Urban 0.5!':7 
Influence 
High ly 
Rura l Remote 

0.579 

(./nenlpl o_ 1 '1111!111 

In tenns of settlement type female unemployment rates 
behave in\'ersely to the participation rate: they arc lowest 
in urban settlements and rise with distance to the main 
urban sett lements. In this sense the spat ial mirTors the 
temporal: sec Figure 3 or the Stroornbergen paper in this 
,·olume tor an example. Aga in. breaking the neat picture 
is the Satell ite and Independent Urban Communities. both 
of which show relati\'cly higher unemployment rates. 
Table-+. 

In summary. " ·e h:::t\ e e:-.tabl ished that women· s chances 
of employment continue to ,·ary systematically by 
settlement type but each settlement type has a different 
relative in tluence depend on whether one is considering 
participation per se. engagement in fulltirne work or 
searching tor work (unemp loyment). 

In general. the results arc consistent with availnble theory. 
However the data used so t~u· does not control for 
composition effects - the fact that settlements arc 
occupied by women whose demographics and educational 
attributes alone raise or lower their likelihood of 
participating and working fu ll time. A more specilic test 
tl.H· se ttlement effects on participation needs therefore to 
control for the different mixes of women living therein. 

Settlement Effects after Controlling for 
Composition Effects 

The cl'fect of including the vector of demographic 
variables ( 0) into the same equation as settlement effects 
confirms the overwhelming negative impact that 
dependent children. particularly those under six. have on 
whether a woman works at all. as well as the likelihood 
that she will work full time nnd confirms that 
pa11icipation also falls substantially if the youngest child 
is under six. 

Table 4: Mean unemployment rates by settlement type 
of women 20-65, 1996. 

Settlement Type 

Main Urban 
Area 
Satellite Urban 

Urban Community 
Independent 
Urban 
Community 
Rural High 
Urban 
Influence 
Rural Moderate 
Urban 

Rural lntluencc 
Rural Low 
Urban 
Influence 
Highly 
Rural/Remote 

Unconditional 
Unemployment Rate 

(UIT) 

0.049 

0.051 

0.054 

0.03 1 

0.039 

0.039 

0.034 

When the youngest child is 6-13 years old the negative 
impact on participation is slightly weaker but still 
statistica lly significant. The likelihood of a mother 
gaining employment increases as children become older 
(sec Table 5). 

Our resu lts also confi rm the positive relationship between 
education and participation; the higher the level of 
education the more likely a woman will enter paid work. 
Underlying each of these attributes is the pervasive effect 
of age in accounting for variation in women's labour 
torcc participation: women in the youngest and oldest 
age groups arc least likely to be in paid work. 

Entering control variables has an effect on the role of 
settlement type. For example composition effects 
diminish the likelihood of participation in Independent 
Urban Communities and Satellite Urban Communities to 
the point where they cease to be stati stically different 
from those of the Main Urban Areas. This suggests that 
it was the composition of the female population rather 
than the labour demand schedule characterist ic of such 
locations which was responsible for much of their lower 
participation observed in Table 2. 11

' 

In summary. Main Urban Areas attract those women with 
higher propensity to participate in paid work and once we 
control for their attributes we sti ll find women more 
likely to engage in at least some paid work (or in a family 
business) in rural areas: in fact the different mix of 
women living in remote areas was actua lly suppress ing 
the magnitude of this settlement effect on participation. 
One of the possible reasons may lie in the very definition 
of participation itself for it only requires that the 
respondent works an hour or more a week. 
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Table 5: Labour force parti~ipation (ElT) by 
settlement type controlling for demographic and 
educational attributes. Odds ratio, weighted least 
squares logit estimates. New Zealand females of 
working age 20-65, 1996. 

Log it 
Odds t 
Ratio 

Dependent Children 1-5 Years 0.228 -34.34 

Dependent Children 1-5 Years 0.228 -34.34 

Dependent Children 6-1 3 Years 0.457 -19.87 

Dependent Children 14- 17 Years 0.876 -3.10 

Adult Children 1.3 12 6.74 

Post School Quali fication Not I. 70 I I 0. 1 I 
Elsewhere Incl. 1 

1.023 0.45 
35-39 Years 
40-44 Years 1.109 1.90 
45-65 Years 0.478 -16.00 

Presence of a (Male) Partner 1.932 23.82 

Satellite Urban Community 0.884 -1.65 
Independent Urban Community 0.929 - 1.91 
Rural Highly Urban Influence 1.255 2.64 
Rural Moderate Urban Influence 1.173 2.28 
Predominantly Rural 1.190 3. 14 
Highly Rural/Remote 1.296 2.77 
Not Included 0.842 -0.16 
Number of obs - 3569. F (21. 3547) = 146.84. Prob > 0.0000. R-
Squared= 0.4651. Adj R-Squared = 0.4619. Root MSE = 0. 7278 

Participating in .fii/1-time work 

Each of the variables which were important in accounting 
for participation per se become exaggerated when we 
consider the likelihood employed women will work 
fulltime - in both their effect on the odds of employment 
and in terms of their statistical significance; Table 6. The 
opportunities for women to work fulltime are clearly 
strongest in main urban areas (all the place odds ratios are 
significant ly less than 1.0) and this result brings the New 
Zealand result back in line with the international 
evidence. 

Interaction E.ffects 

Although there are marked differences in fertility across 
the country the influence of dependent chi ldren of 
different ages has a remarkably similar effect across all 
seven settlement types. There is not, in other words, a 
strong. interaction effect between settlement and fertili ty 
when tt comes to accounting for participation. The odds 
?n participation (relative to women without dependents) 
mcreases as the youngest dependent chi ld ages regardless 
of settlement typ~ .. The strength of the relationships 
however (the t stattsttcs) are most pronounced in the main 
urban areas. 

Table 6: Conditional full time labour force 
participation (Eft/E) by demographic attributes and 
settlement type. Odds ratio, weighted least squares 
logit estimates. New Zealand females of working age 
20-65, 1996. 

Log it 

Dependent Children 1-5 Years 
Dependent Children 6-13 Years 
Dependent Children 14-17 Years 
Adult Children 

Post School Qualification Not 
Elsewhere Incl. 1 

School Qualification 
Vocational Qualitication 
Degree or Higher 

20-24 Years 
30-34 Years 
35-39 Years 
40-44 Years 
45-65 Years 

Presence of a (Male) Partner 

Odds 
Ratio 

0.189 
0.275 
0.536 
0.853 

1.087 

1.062 
1.194 
1.496 

0.651 
0.743 
0.644 
0.66 1 
0.428 

0.838 

t 

-59.22 
-56.45 
-27.22 
-6.83 

2.56 

3.198 
8.67 
14.40 

-12.76 
-9.46 
-14.04 
-12.75 
-29.33 

-9.61 

Satellite Urban Community 0.818 -4.3 7 
Independent Urban Community 0.803 -9.53 
Rural Highly Urban Influence 0.878 -2.90 
Rural Moderate Urban Influence 0.865 -3.90 
Predominantly Rural 0.873 -4.66 
Highly Rural/Remote 0.837 -3.74 
Number of obs - 3023. F (20. 3002) = 350.37. Prob > 0.0000. R
Squared = 0.700 I, Adj R-Squared = 0 .698 1. Root MSE - 0.3935 1 

The influence of education levels on participation is also 
highly consistent across the settlements with participation 
rising at roughly the same magnitude with successive 
increases in the highest qualification. Interestingly, the 
relative effect of having a degree on participation is most 
marked, not in the cities but in the more remote rural 
areas. And when it comes to fulltime work, the relative 
strength of both vocational and degree qualifications on 
the probability of engaging in fulltime work rises 
noticeably in the Satellite and Independent Urban 
Centres. Both underscore the greater premium attached 
to education outside the main urban areas - a point we 
return to below. 

~he. relative influence of age on participation is also 
stmtlar across the settlements, but participation rates of 
older ~omen are more likely to fall (relative to our age 
base) m rura_l areas ~ompared to the main centres. Age 
also has a dtfferent mfluence on the participation in full 
time work across the three urban settlement types. 
Younger women (20-24) in independent and satellite 
urban areas are far more likely to be engaged in fulltime 
work than their counterparts in the major centres where a 
larger proportion are engaged in tertiary education. 
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The Effect of Partnership on Participation 17 

One of the striking features of the results presented so far 
is the highly significant intluence which (male) partners 
appear to play in labour force participation outcomes of 
women, as Table 5 and 6 show.1x There is a high 
correlation between partners in their propensity to work 
or not to work. as well as a complementarity with the 

, k d k (<I hours ot wor un erta en. 

Considerable atten tion is now being paid internationally 
to the implication of these relationships for household 
location decisions. that is to the geography of career 
couples (Frank 1978: Green 1995: Green 1997: Cos ta and 
Kahn 2000) as wel l as associated questions of family, 
migration and employment (Lichter 1982: Bird and Bird 
1985; Snaith 1990: Shields and Shields 1993: Cooke and 
Bailey 1996: Bailey, Slakes et al. 2004). These studies 
arc part of a much broader literature that is addressing the 
co1T1pkx geography of households ( Buzar. Ogden et al. 
2005 ). In this paper we focus on the way settlement type 
affects the distribution of paid work across adults ll 'ithin 
the household. 

The paper by Ca llister and Ncwell in this volume refers to 
the way in vvhich the growing demand for simultaneous 
employment of both partners (especially those with high 
le,·cls of education) render it increasingly likely that they 
\\'ill hu1·e:> to locate in the most dense and largest labour -
markets if both par1ners arc to secure employment that 
matches their career aspirat ions (Callister and Newell 
2007). If th is argument is substantiated empirically then -
it has implications for competiti\'eness of different 
settlement types. for relocation policies and even for 
cm·ironmental policy - because career couples tend to 
commute lonucr distances (Green 1995). -
There arc six questions about the relationship between 
partnering. \\'Ork and settlement type that arc of interest 
here. Each addresses the extent to \\'hich a partncred 
woman's propensity to" ork is intlucnced by her partners 
employment status, controlling for dcmographics 
including ferti lity and education as above. The reasons for 
this arc manifold. The partnership variable is also likely 
to be picking up attributes of \\'Omen \\'hich arc not 
captured in the standard set of human capital 'ariables 
already in the model but that arc nc,-crthclcss positi,·cly 
correlated with matching on both the partner and job 
markets. Th is results is consistent with both the 
theoretical (e.g. Seeker) and the empirical assortative 
matin~ literature which shows that men and women do ._ 

not partner randomly but arc I i kcl y to ha ,·c similar 
characteristics in terms of education and employment 
status (De l Boca. Locatelli et al. 2000: Hcnz and 

'O Sundstrom 200 I: Baxter 2005).-

Our tirst que ·tion addresses the employment effect of 
si mply having a partner, regardless of whether the partner 
is employed or not. Table 5 showed that the marginal 
effect or having a partner substantially increases the 
likelihood a woman will engage in paid work: partnered 
females arc almost 111·in! as likely to be working (odds 
ratio = 1.93 ). 

Table 7: The impact of being partnered with someone 
who is employed on the odds of a partnered woman 
being employed, 1996. 

Log it 

Dependent Children 1-5 Years 
Dependent Children 6- 13 Years 
Dependent Children 14-17 Years 
Adult Children 

Post School Qualification Not 
Elsewhere lncl. 1 

School Qualification 
Vocational Qualification 
Degree or Higher 

20-24 Years 
30-34 Years 
35-39 Years 
40-44 Years 
45-65 Years 

Odds 
Ratio 

0.225 
0.492 
0.923 
1.197 

1.510 

1.590 
2.278 
2.313 

1.005 
0.958 
1.062 
1.203 
0.596 

t 

-45.56 
-23.31 
-2.47 
5.22 

I 0. 15 

20.61 
30.84 
22. 19 

0.11 
-1.20 
1.61 
4.45 
-13.97 

Presence of an employed partner 5.559 77.27 
Number of obs = 2()43. F ( 14. 2628) = 6R0.80. Prob > 0.0000. R
Squarcd = 0.7iU9. Adj R-Squared = 0.7827. Root MSE = 0.46756 

Our second question is whether being partnered with 
someone who is employed further raises the likelihood 
that the women herse lf wi ll be employed. The answer is 
a clear yes. the odds of her working increase ji\'f~fold: an 
employed partner has a much greater influence on a 
woman's participation than partnership alone, Table 7.~ 1 

Our th ird question is whether the amount of work 
engaged in by an empoyed male partner influences his 
partner's propensity to participate. And here again the 
answer is a clear yes. Adding a variable representing 
partners engagement in fulltime work to the model in 
Table 7 raises the odds of a woman working over and 
above the fact that her partner is employed. 

A fourth related question is whether. having a partner 
who is une:>mployed has any effect on a partnered 
woman's likelihood of working. The answer is no: her 
odds of being employed remain unchanged, suggesting 
that unemployment is a temporary phenomenon for most 
partners. 

Our fifth question ask whether a partner can also have a 
negative effect on a women's likel ihood of participation. -
The answer is a defini te yes. A male partner's loca tion 
outside the labour force significantly decreases the 
chances his partner will be in paid employment. It is 
possible in such cases that both partners may be students 
or retired although note how both the age range and the 
fact that all these regressions reported here have a full set 
of controls probably precludes such composition effects. 

Our sixth question has to do with the relationship between 
the amount of work a woman is engaged in and her 
partnership status. Our interest here lies in testing the so-
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called backward sloping 'Supply curve effect on female 
participation, the argument being that if the partner is 
working and earning sufficiently, the woman is more 
likely to withdraw some or all or her labour from the 
market. 22 The empirical issue is the point at which male 
engagement with the market tends to reduce female 
labour supply. The career couple hypothesis would 
suggest otherwise with the two participations reinforcing 
rather than countering each other. 23 

Table 8: The negative influence of partnership on the 
propensity of employed women to select fulltime work, 
New Zealand, 1996. 

Logit 

Dependent Children 1-5 Years 
Dependent Children 6-13 Years 
Dependent Children 14-17 Years 
Adult Children 

Post School Qualification Not 
Elsewhere Incl. 1 

School Qualification 
Vocational Qualification 
Degree or Higher 

20-24 Years 
30-34 Years 
35-39 Years 
40-44 Years 
45-65 Years 

Odds 
Ratio 

0.190 
0.275 
0.539 
0.865 

1.100 

1.069 
1.203 
1.545 

0.658 
0.739 
0.639 
0.660 
0.426 

t 

-57.82 
-55.29 
-26.41 
-6.14 

2.87 

3.47 
8.87 
15.32 

-12.22 
-9.41 
-13.98 
-12.65 
-28.91 

Presence of a (Male) Partner 0.825 -I 0.26 
Number of obs = 3023. F (14, 3008) =47 1.19, Prob > 0.0000. R
Squared = 0.6868. Adj R-Squared = 0.6854, Root MSE = 0.40172 

We explore two possible effects - the first being the 
influence which simply having a partner (employed or 
not) has on the likelihood that an employed women will 
work fulltime (Eft/E). Interestingly the effect was 
strongly negative; working women were less likely to 
work full time if they have partners (even with the full set 
of controls in place). Table 8 shows the diminished odds 
on the partnership variable. 

If instead we just consider the effect of those partners 
who are in employment on the chances an employed 
woman will work fulltime the effect is actually positive -
the odds increase and the significance leve l is higher. 
Thus, while partnership per se negatively affects the 
likelihood an employed woman works fulltime , this 1s 
not the case when partners are themselves employed. 

The Interaction of Partnering. Employment and 
Settlement Type 

A central question for this paper in the above is whether 
the employment implications of partnering are affected 
by the geographic context. For example, does partnership 
have the same influence on womens employment in the 

main cities as it does m the smaller towns and m the 
countryside? 

We ' ll focus primarily on urban size by considering the 
differences between main urban areas and smaller towns 
(Satellites and Independent Urban Centres). This way we 
largely avoid the confounding differences which farm 
work can introduce into these comparisons. 

We approached this question by running our models just 
for urban areas and then testing for small town interaction 
effects on the partnership variable. Using this approach 
we test whether living in Satellite and Independent 
centres means that the presence of working partners has a 
different effect on female participation than in the Main 
Urban Areas. The answer is no. While the interaction 
effect is positive it is not significant. 

Among partnered women we then ask whether women 
were more likely to work if their partner worked fulltime 
and whether this relationship holds any differently in 
Satellite and Independent Urban Centres communities 
Again the answer is no; the new coefficient is positive but 
not significant. 

We then asked whether the effect of adding a partner on 
the odds that a women otherwise employed will work 
full time differs according to the type of urban centre. The 
answer is yes; the presence of a partner has a much 
greater eJf"ect in reducing the propensity of employed 
women to work fulltime in Satellite and Independent 
Urban Centres than in Main Urban Areas. The marginal 
contribution of men's additional work in small towns is to 
decrease the likelihood that women will work fulltime 
whereas in large urban markets it is to raise it. 

These last highly significant interaction effects suggest a 
difference in motivation for fulltime work among women 
in large and small cities. In the larger urban centres there 
are more career opportunities for women. In smaller 
centres a female with a partner may take on fulltime work 
out of necessity, so that when men secure fulltime work, 
women reduce their hours of work. This same result may 
also reflect substitution effects in Satellite and 
Independent urban areas - men taking most of the few 
full time jobs in such areas. 

There is the possibility of course that it is not geography 
but the different socio-economic position of women in 
small and large urban areas that is operating to generate 
the above results. The propensity of women in Satellite 
and Independent settlements to withdraw their labour 
when their partners get fulltime work may simply reflect 
the lower socio-economic of women in small urban 
centres. In contemporary large labour markets, 
particularly among educated couples, men and women's 
paid work is less likely to be substitutable within the 
household. Among this stratum work is more likely to 
be undertaken for its own sake and enjoyment rather than 
simply a means of income generation to be substituted by 
another adult whenever possible. 

We test~d this socio-economic hypotheses by rerunning 
our previOus test for two different education levels, those 
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above and hclow School Qualifications (but we had to 
remove the main education terms when stratifying the 
sample due to collineari ty). We found however that the 
small town interaction effect still held regardless of 
whether we applied the model separately to women with a 
maximum of school qualifications or to those with higher 
qualifications. In both cases there was a significant small 
- town-working-partner negative interaction effect on the 
odds of employed women work ing fulltime . even among 
the better educated women. 

Table 9: T he influence of small town residency and the 
partner's fulltime work on the propensity of women to 
work fulltime on women with a maximum of school 
qualifications only. Urban areas only. 

Log it 

Dependent Children 1-5 Years 
Dependent Children 6- 13 Years 
Dependent Children 1-l-1 7 Y cars 
Adult Children 

20-24 Y cars 
30-3-+ Years 
35-39 Y cars 
-+0--+-+ Y cars 
-+5-65 Y cars 

Presence of an employed partner 
Presence of an cmpl'd partner x 
Small town residence 

Odds 
Ratio 

0.1 83 
0.268 
0.542 
0.864 

1.021 
0.696 
0.599 
0.594 
0.364 

1.203 
0.807 

t 

-28.6 1 
-27. 12 
-12.96 
-2.96 

0.24 
-5 .55 
-7.76 
-7.66 
-15.93 

4.00 
-5.48 

\!umb<o' r or tlb:- 565. F < 11. 55.\ l 121.72. Prob · 0.0000. R-
Squ:uo:d - 0.7077. Adj R-Squar~·d - 11.711 19. Rotll i\ISE - 0 .347~6 

Table 9 shows that within urban areas as a whole the 
effect of h<wing a partner in full time work raises the 
likelihood that employed women will engage in fullti me 
work but lowers her likelihood or employment, especially 
if these women li ve in smaller ~cttlcments. 

In the larger. denser urban labour markets the more likely 
it is that fulltime work will be undertaken by hoth adults 
in partncrcd households. Women li,·ing in larger cit ies 
arc less likely to reduce their labour supply when partners 
hold fulltime jobs than their counterparts living in small. 
scattered urban markets. However. the fact that this is 
also the case for women with lower levels of education 
suggests that price effects in larger centres may 
necessitate both partners working. With urbanization the 
partncring markets and labour markets rein force each 
other to collect productive talent in a few concentrated 
p l accs.~4 Our results arc therefore consistent with and 
support the evolving ·career couple' thesis being 
advanced by Co ta and Kahn (2000). 

Conclusions 

What this cross s~ct i onal study or the New Zealand 
census data suggests is not only that the the country's 
settlement g~ography has to be factorcd mon: explici tly 

into models of female labour force participation but that 
there are al ternative ways of bringing in that geography. 
Our paper is unusual in its use of settlement type as an 
influence but this is justified by the way in which it has 
illuminated both the role of employment density, the 
proximity to the major urban labour markets and exposed 
the sensitivity of increased hours of participation to 
location, as well as the differential way partnership 
affects participation across the country. 

We have also shown that while the key demographic 
influences on female participation rates continue to hold 
throughout the settlement system their relative strength 
and statistical significance can vary systematically from 
one settlement type to another. We have noted this 
particularly in the case of young women where the 
amount of work they undertake depending on ·where they 
work. 

Finally. we have spent some time exploring a relatively 
neglected relationship. that between partnering and 
participation in paid work. The range of issues is 
considerable but one result is quite clear - women and 
their partners do not make employment decisions in a 
spaccless world. Their choice of location. work and 
partnership. together with fertility decisions. arc all highly 
interconnected. It is the nature of that interconnection 
and its implications for urban settlement that constitutes 
the on-going research challenge. 

Future Research 

There arc well known limitations to drawing inferences 
from cross sectional data, especially when it comes to 
understanding highly dynamic behaviour such as labour 
participation. While there are clues in the above results 
to the possible influence of timing in both the labour and 
partncrsh ip markets. any attempt to draw causal 
inferences about these interrelated processes is going to 
require access to appropriate longitudinal data. 

As several papers delivered at this twelfth conference 
have shown, New Zealand researchers will soon be in a 
strong position to join their overseas colleagues in 
exploi ting rich longi tudinal data sets. By modeling 
migration and labour market entry. fe rtil ity and education 
decisions as related. sequential decisions in which timing 
plays an important role, geographers and other social 
sc ientists will be better able advance their understanding 
of the role that plucl! plays in market engagement. Such 
advances wi ll also allow other disciplines to include 
space in the ir models with a much greater degree of 
contidencc as to its likely role in mediating the labour 
engagement process. 

Finally. using the conventional breakpoints of 0 and I 
hours of work and over and below 30 hours is still 
required if cross tabulations arc the only form in which 
data arc readily ava ilable. But this dichotomization 
hardly begins to exploit the much richer information we 
actua lly have available from the census on hours worked. 
While the numb~r of cross tabulations penniss ible by 
Statistics New Zealand has restricted full use of hours 
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worked in this study, actess to unit record data in future 
should allow a much better understanding of the role of 
partnership on the hours worked by women as well as the 
geography of female participation itself. The 2006 census 
offers many new opportunities in this respect. 
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Notes 

1 This paper draws heavily on the Research Essay 
completed by Colleen Souness as part of the 
requirement of her BA honours in Human 
Geography Souness, C. (2005). The effect of 
settlement type on the labour force participation of 
New Zealand women. School of Geography, 
Environment and Earth Sciences. Wellington 
Victoria University of Wellington Research Essay 
in partial fulfillment of a BA(Hons) in Human 
Geography. 

2 The recent OECD 2005 Economic Survey 
highlighted that while New Zealand's overall 
female participation is comparatively high by 
international standards, it has one of the lowest 
rates of employment among mothers with children 
under the age of six years in the OECD OECD 
(2005). Economic survey of New Zealand 2005 : 
raising female labour force participation, OECD. 

3 Although not widely used there are distinct 
advantages in exploring relationships in a 
multivariate way using such cross tabulations, 
apart from the fact that they are a fracti on of the 
price and can be run very quickly by SNZ. Both 
time and dollar costs are considerably lower than 
obtaining access to unit records through the SNZ 
data analysis lab. Cross tabulations in 'folded' 
fonn to which weighted least squares can be 
appl ied are therefore ideal for graduate student 
work. Other examples in which a 'synthetic' 
individual level sample of workers were used to 
obtain estimates of disaggregated groups from 
cross-tabulated data Morrison, P. S., K. L. Papps, 
et al. (2006). "Wages, employment. labour 
turnover and the accessibility of local labour 
markets." Labour Economics 13: 63 9-663.. For an 
example using four successive census years to 
make up a panel data set see Morrison, P. S. 
(2005). Changing patterns of home ownership in 
New Zealand, 1991 to 200 I. Wellington, Report to 
DTZ for Centre for Housing Research 
(CHRANZ): 1-63.. Other examples of the use of 
high-dimensional cross tabulations on New 
Zealand data include Harris, R. ( 1992). "Ethnicity, 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

gender and labour supply in New Zealand I 986." 
New Zealand Economic Papers 26(2): I 99-218. 

This table includes all those cells with at least one 
observation, one women present ( randoml.y 
rounded to 3). We experimented with th1s 
threshold and found that setting the minimum cell 
size to 6, 9, 12 or even 15 made little difference to 
the overall conclusions we draw from these 
analyses and have therefore returned to the 
original number of cells, 5476. 

A fairly full discussion of the hours of work 
distribution of both men and women was 
published as Appendix 5.1 in Morrison Morrison, 
P. S. ( 1989). Labour adjustment in metropolitan 
regions. Wellington, Institute of Policy Studies 
and VUW Press.. This still serves as a useful 
qual ification to the dichotomous measures used 
here. Paid work definitions undoubtedly 
understate the part1c1pation of women in 
productive work in general , not just house~ork but 
any caring of children or adults outstde the 
household in which reciprocity rather than 
monetary payment takes place. A much more 
nuanced picture of the extent of 'work' undertaken 
by both men and women could be obtaine~ f~om 
the Time Use Survey. For this study we are ltm1ted 
by the largely international conventions that 
govern the questionnaire structure of the census of 
population and dwell ings. 

Our definition also excludes the Not Applicable 
response in the Census question. Unemployment 
rates are considered separately. 

The rationale for including regions or location 
identifiers in general is often quite limited or 
unidimensional. Take for example the single 
rationale applied in a recent Treasury paper: "lt is 
expected that the fixed cost of working is different 
for people in or outside our larger cities and in or 
out of more remote areas, in particular for people 
with children who may need childcarc services" 
Kalb, G. and R. Scutella (2003 ). New Zealand 
labour supply from 1991 -200 l: an analysis based 
on a discrete choice structural utility model. New 
Zealand Treasury Working Paper 03/23. 
Wellington, The Treasury .. This may well be true, 
but there are many other components to the 
regional context that can affect participation rates. 
The fact that (in New Zealand particularly) 'the 
region ' is a poor proxy for access to metropolitan 
labour markets is one of the reasons for the use of 
Settlement Types in our paper. 

Note that Statistics New Zealand uses the 200 I 
census to undertake this classification and, by 
using the 1996 census, we are implicitly assuming 
its appropriateness for conditions five years 
earlier. For details of the classification see 
Statistics New Zealand Statistics_New _Zealand 
(2005). New Zealand: an urban/rural profile. 
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Well ington .. The resulting map may be found m 
http :1/www .stats.govt.nz/urban-rural 
-pro fi les/default.htm 

We acknowledge the valuable conversations we 
have had with Robert Didham, Statistics New 
Zealand. on this typology and acknowledge the 
instmmental role he had in bringing the (re) 
classification to our attention. 

The other approach is to use local labour markets. 
These are locationally specific and are defined on 
the basis of inward and outward commuting 
patterns Papps. K. L. and J. 0 . Newel! (2002). 
Identifying functional labour market areas in New 
Zealand: a reconnaissance srudy using travel-to
\\·ork data. Sonn. Institute for Study of Labour. 

Experimentation with the ·not specitied' showed 
its inclusion in the base had little effect on the 
estimates presented below. 

Of the approximately one million women of 
\\·orking age represented in the data. 86 percent 
live in urban settlements. 

We tested for the stat istical signiticancc of these 
differences by running the settlement location 
variables in equation I only. Each settlement type 
was identiticd as a dummy (0. I) variable and 
compared against the Main Urban Areas. Table 3. 
The lower Satellite and Independent urban 
communities participation rates arc statistically 
siuniticant as arc the higher rates for the rural 
~ ~ 

areas wi th hiuh urban intluencc. 
~ 

The distribution of hours worked by women 1s a 
far more complex issue than is norn1ally 
acknowledged and the dimensions of the question 
arc probabl y best explored in depth through the 
Time Use Survey Ca ll ister. P. and S Dixon 
(.2006). New Zealanders' working time and home 

~ 

work patterns: evidence from the Time Use 
Survey. Occasional Paper .200 I /5,. Wellington 
Department of Labour. Labour Market Policy 
Group: also sec Callister. P. (2005). The changing 
distribution of paid and unpaid work in New 
Zealand. W. o. L. F. P. a. E. G.-A. We ll ington. 
Well ington Institute of Policy Studies. Victoria 
University of Wellington : .B . Callistcr. P. (:~005 ). 
"Overworked families? Changes in paid working 
hours of families with young children. 1986 to 
200 1." Socia l Policy Journal of New Zealand 24: 
160-.2R4. 
The odds ratio coefficients arc the log of the odds 
ratio cocfticients cxponcntiated. ic. cp. 

Composition and context arc related of course: 
those seeking fulltime employment would be 
much more likely to locate in main urban areas so 
ccr1ain compositions arc correlated wi th certa in 
contexts. Correspondingly. those women seeking 
n life style that does not necessarily include 

I 7 

18 

19 

20 

.21 

employment such as the retired may seek locations 
more consistent with that lifes tyle. 

The seminal paper here is Seeker Seeker, G. S. 
( 1973). "A theory of marriage: part 1." The Journal 
of Political Economy 81(4): 813-846 .. It is worth 
noting our preferred use of the term 'partner' 
rather than ' marital status', and how th is mirrors 
exact ly Seeker's own intent m what he 
neverthe less ca lls, 'A theory of marriage'. 
"Marriage," he explains, "simply means that two 
persons M and F share the same household (p 815) 
and "differs from the legal defini tion (to] include 
persons in "consensual" and casual unions and 
excludes legally married persons who are 
separated" Seeker, G. S. (1973). "A theory of 
marriage: part I." The Journal of Political 
Economy 8 1 ( 4 ): 8 13-846 .. The point to make here 
of course is that the majority of empirical studies 
which only use marital status in their equations 
arc quite inconsistent with this theoretical position 
even when they refer to Seeker. The result is an 
unacknowledged degree of measurement error on 
the partnership variable for increasingly, married 
women are a declining and quite unrepresentative 
subset of all partnered women. We have avoided 
this confusion by not only employing the more 
current term ·partner' both conceptually but in the 
way we asked Statistics New Zealand to construct 
the partnership variable. 

Our analys is is confined to male partners. It would 
be of interest to extend this to an assessment of the 
labour impact of female partners although there 
will be a problem of small numbers. 

This association is now well documented 111 the 
international li terature Pencavel. J. ( 1998). 
"Assortative mating by schooling and the work 
behaviour of wives and husbands." The American 
Economic Review 88(2): 326-329 .. Nevertheless 
Pcncavcl makes the point that rarely has the 
research on the market work decisions of husbands 
and wives and their marital choices been brought 
together. Sec also Liu and Zhang Liu. P.-W. and 
J. Zhang ( 1999). "Assortative mating versus the 
cross-productivity effect." Applied Economics 
Letters 6(8): 523-525.. However also sec early 
work by soc iologists on dua l career families 
Rapoport. R. and R. Rapoport ( 1976). Dual-career 
families re-examined. London. Martin Robinson. 

A re lated connection is between the marriage 
market and poverty Cancian, M., S. Danziger. et 
al. ( 1993). Working wives and family income 
inequality among married couples. Uneven tides. 
rsing ineuqlaity in America. S. H. Danziger and P. 
Gottschalk. New York, Russe ll Sage Foundation : 
195-.222. 

The convent ional way of specifyi ng the additional 
attributes of partners would be to add an employed 
partner tern1 in the equation which has the working 
partner variable included. However the vast 
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majority of partners are employed and including 
both in the same equation forces the rejection of 
the working partner variable in this case. 

This could be for both labour and non-market 
reasons; see Pencavel, J. ( 1998). 11 Assortative 
mating by schooling and the work behaviour of 
wives and husbands. 11 The American Economic 
Review 88(2): 326-329. 

Seeker's distinction between the labour of partners 
being complementary or substituting is relevant 
here, op cit. 

For a sociological take on this issue driven by a 
concern over the relationship between propinquity 
and homogamy see the early paper by Ramsoy 
Ramsoy, N. R. (1966). "Assortative mating and 
the structure of cities." American Sociological 
Review 31 (6): 773-786. 
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